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‘Sister’ and ‘Brother’ in terms of frames/domains
1. Set of senses for ‘brother’ and ‘sister’

The new pope’s word-choice made headlines this weekend and
provides an example of one of the senses of “brother,” that
being “one who shares a common ancestry, allegiance,
character, or purpose with another…especially, a kinsman1,” or
possibly one of these other related senses from the same definition
cluster: “b. A fellow man. c. A fellow member, as of a fraternity, trade
union, or panel of judges on a court. d. A close male friend; a
comrade.” Since the situation of having two living popes is
unprecedented in modern times, in choosing these words, Pope
Francis is establishing a public bond with his predecessor. This
sense of ‘brother’ entails closeness, comradeship, care, trust, and
support; the clever headline (“Pope Buddies” in red, to the right)
captures this particular sense of ‘brother.’
This sense of “brother” as a “comrade,” particularly as a ‘comrade in arms’ rather than an actual
sibling is well-known and commonly used (in book titles, movies, and so forth, for example, “band
of brothers,” title of a mini-series based on a book of the same name that follows a fictional group of
soldiers WWII (per Wikipedia, the words “band of brothers” originated in Shakespeare’s Henry V).
Most native speakers of American English would not expect to read a book or see movie about a
group of male siblings, given a title “Band of Brothers.” So this sense of “brother” is associated with
the frame/domain of MALE BONDING.
The word “sister” can also have this non-kinship sense, in the general sense of “sisterhood,” an
abstract general relationship with other women on the planet. For example, during her run for
president in 2008, Hilary Clinton sometimes referred to the women supporting her through the
campaign as the “sisterhood of the traveling pantsuits,” playing on the 2005 movie title “Sisterhood
of the Traveling Pants.” Per IMDB,2 the movie’s plot goes as follows: “four best girlfriends hatch a
plan to stay connected with one another as their lives start off in different directions: they pass
around a pair of secondhand jeans that fits each of their bodies perfectly.”
But even without knowing the movie’s plot, we get a sense of the premise because of the senses
associated with “sisterhood” and “sister” in the sense of ‘close life-long friendships with other
women,” so this would be a FEMALE BONDING frame/domain.
Thinking about ‘brother’ and its various senses, particularly the ‘comrade in arms’ sense brought to
mind a song from the late 1960s, “He ain’t heavy, he’s my brother,” which I had thought was a
metaphorical use of ‘brother’ and which I had associated with images of wounded Viet Nam
veterans. However, a quick search through Wikipedia suggests that this expression may go back
much further and may have evolved from various biblical references.

1
2

The American Heritage Dictionary of the English Language, Third Edition. 1992. Boston, MA: Houghton-Mifflin.
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0403508/
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For example, the screenshot to the right (from
Google Books) shows a section of “The parables of
Jesus (addresses) by Rev. James Wells (1884) in
which the person doing the carrying is actually a
‘little girl’ who refers to ‘the big boy’ she’s carrying
as her brother. In this particular context, we don’t know if the frame/domain is actual KINSHIP or if
the speaker is using the word metaphorically to convey the ‘moral of the story,’ but either way, this
sense of “brother” I think is more along the lines of all humanity comprising one big family (the
“family of man,” as it used to be called), therefore a man on the street should be treated as one’s
‘brother.’
Another example of this sense of the word “brother” is found in the phrase “brother, can you spare
a dime,” in which the “brother” being invoked is a stranger. (Although I’ve always associated this
phrase with American film either from or depicting the depression of the 1930s or the American
dust bowl, apparently there was a song entitled “Brother, can you spare a dime?” during that time3.)
This sense of ‘brother’ was also used in naming Philadelphia, the “city of brotherly love.” As you
know, the name is derived from Greek, “(Greek: Φιλαδέλφεια ([pʰilaˈdelpʰeːa], Modern Greek:
[filaˈðelfia]) “brotherly love,” compounded from philos (φίλος) “loving” and adelphos (ἀδελφός)
“brother.” The name was selected by William Penn, a Quaker (aka, The Religious Society of Friends).
(Wikipedia4). So Philadelphia’s denotation as the city of brotherly love profiles the sense of
“brother” that extends from the “HUMANITY IS A FAMILY” frame/domain, or perhaps it’s that the
KINSHIP frame/domain is simply part of the HUMANITY frame? (I’m beginning to think that this
particular sense of “brother” is actually non-gender specific.)
I’ve completely neglected the primary sense of ‘brother’ and ‘sister,’ the KINSHIP concepts that
come to mind, particularly when used with a personal or possessive pronoun, “my brother, his
sister, her brother, etc”). The table lists the first definition from a fairly old American Heritage 5
dictionary, followed by Wiktionary’s definition: basically, the sense of “brother” and “sister” as
kinship terms haven’t changed much in 20 years (although the qualifying text of “one parent in
common” seems looser than the current Wiktionary definition which seems to want both parents in
common).
Brother

Sister

A male having the same parents as another or one
parent in common with another.

A girl or woman having the same parents as
another or one parent in common with another.

Son of the same parents as another person. 6

A daughter of the same parents as another
person; a female sibling.7

We can see that the definitions of ‘brother’ and ‘sister’ are almost identical except for the
denotation of gender, eg, male vs. girl or woman, son vs. daughter.

“Brother, Can You Spare a Dime?” lyrics by Yip Harburg, music by Jay Gorney (1931) (recording by Bing Crosby with
accompanying photos on YouTube at http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eih67rlGNhU).
4 http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Philadelphia
5 The American Heritage Dictionary of the English Language, Third Edition. 1992. Boston, MA: Houghton-Mifflin.
6 Wiktionary: http://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/brother
7 Wiktionary: http://en.wiktionary.org/wiki/sister
3
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Connection between senses and different frames/domains?

The KINSHIP domain hierarchy for sister and brother would likely have many of the same abstract
domains as the example UNCLE given by Evans & Green (which they refer to as FAMILIAL
NETWORK. Figure 1 is a rendering based on Evans & Green (232 and elsewhere) discussion of
UNCLE in terms of Langacker’s domain concept, although I don’t believe that this entire hierarchy
needs to be understood to understand the concepts of SISTER or BROTHER. (I started trying to
render the hierarchical approach shown during your lecture, the letter “T” as a domain hierarchy,
but I got stuck.) Figure 2, based on Croft & Cruse’s8 example for NIECE shows the peer relationship
of both a BROTHER and a SISTER (Croft & Cruse: 23).

Figure 1: Adapted from Langacker (Evans & Green: 232)

Figure 2: Adapted from Croft & Cruse: 23)

Figure 2 is an example of scope: When
someone refers to “my brother” or “my
sister,” the only portion of frame/domain
that needs to be “activated” (Croft & Cruse:
23) is the appropriate item in the bottom
row. The shared mother (circle at top to the
right) may also be active in this domain, but
I’m not sure if father (triangle) would need
to be active?
Figure 2 could also be the basis for MALE BONDING and FEMALE BONDING frames/domains,
without the parent nodes.
3. Given that these words are similar, in the sense that they are kinship terms that name the same
relation but with a gender difference, do these lexical items profile similar frames/domains?

I think ‘brother’ and ‘sister’ in their respective senses as kinship terms profile the same relation,
that being membership on a KINSHIP HIERARCHY, with BROTHER being a possible peer node on
that hierarchy and SISTER also being a possible peer node on the hierarchy. I’ve attempted to
discuss some of these in the previous sections.

8

Croft, William & D. Alan Cruse. 2004. Cognitive Linguistics. Cambridge,UK: Cambridge University Press.
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4. Proposed correspondence between senses and frames/domains

I’m not sure if this is what you’re looking for in regards to this question, or if the rendering I
attempted above in Figure 2 is what you were asking about?
Sense

Frame/Domain

Sibling (brother/sister)
“brother”
“sister”
Member of community
(brother/sister)
Node in a hierarchical
classification system that
represents a peer relationship

KINSHIP HIERARCHY frame
MALE BONDING frame
FEMALE BONDING frame
HUMANIST frame

X
~
X
X

X
X
~
X

CLASSIFICATION FRAME (as in a
hierarchical organization in biological
sciences, genetics, linguistics, eg., ‘sister
node’)
RELIGIOUS ORDER frame
Role = nun
Role = brother, friar, monk
POLYGAMY FRAME (fundamentalist
Mormon frame)
HOSPITAL frame (UK, other nations with
British influence)

X

~?

X

X

X

~

“Sister” [+ NP proper name]
“Brother” [+ NP proper name]
“sister-wives”
Sister
Role = head nurse

English
sister
brother

X

Mandarin Chinese senses of ‘brother’ and ‘sister’

My informant/consultant (found through Craigslist) is a native speaker of Mandarin Chinese, a
young woman from Taiwan (Leslie Chen, aka, Chen Jian) who recently graduated from UC Davis and
works as a web designer.
1. Do the equivalent lexical items have similar senses to English brother and sister?

There seem to be both similarities and yet some differences in the senses associated “brother” and
“sister,” between Chinese and English. Given the strong influence of Confucianism in the culture,
and the concept of filial piety (devotion by offspring to elders) as explained by Leslie, words
meaning ‘sister’ and ‘brother’ are not casually used in Taiwan.
The idea of “sisterhood” does seem to have a similar sense in Chinese: I asked Leslie to translate
Hilary Clinton’s “sisterhood of the traveling pantsuits” phrase, which she did without hesitation by
simply blending the characters for “older sister” and “younger sister”—姐妹 jiěmèi, and she said
that she understood the sense as being the same in English.
One example of a sense of Chinese “sister” that I don’t believe we have in English would be in a
professional environment with a colleague who is older or more experienced in the particular field.
The pattern of address would be “<firstname> jiě.” So, for example, Leslie (informant) would refer
to me as “Kelli-jiě” (this doesn’t necessarily have to do with age, per se, she mentioned: it’s a matter
of being respectful to one who has more experience in a particular role.) So I think this sense might
be unique to Chinese; I don’t believe that the American English use of “sister” to address a woman is
the same sense at all, since whenever anyone calls me “sister” (unless it’s one of my actual siblings),
it’s usually somewhat sarcastically or in the spirit of extreme casualness.
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2. Do the senses profile the same domains?

The KINSHIP domain might be similar to that of English, although I think birth order and ranking
might somehow have to be explicitly specified as part of the configuration.
Chinese also has a sense of ‘sister’ and ‘brother’ in the RELIGIOUS or SPIRITUAL domain/frame. In
this domain, 師(shī, meaning, “teacher”) might be spliced onto words for “brother” or “sister” in a
religious setting, according to Leslie. For example, Buddhist or Taoist nuns and monks might be
referred to by their students as 師兄(shī xiōng, meaning literally ‘teacher-brother’). The character
used is the character for “older brother” regardless of the age.
Another of the senses of “brother” Leslie mentioned in Chinese is of a gang-member, as in
“brotherhood,” very much similar to the Mafia, brotherhood, la cosa nostra, etc. That surprised me.
The word for that sense of “brother” is the same as that for “older brother.” (This also should have
been mentioned as one of the senses of “brother” in English, previously in this paper, but it was an
oversight until just now.)
3. How do the two languages differ with respect to the concepts that underlie the lexical items?

The more I think about this, the less significant I think the differences between American English
and Chinese with respect to kinship terms and the KINSHIP frame/domain that informs the words.
For example, initially (meaning, in the time since I’ve been studying Chinese), I thought that
because Chinese has different lexical items for ‘older brother’ (哥哥 gēge), ‘younger brother’ (弟弟
dìdi), ‘older sister’ (姐姐,jiějie), and ‘younger sister’ (妹妹 mèimei), depending on one’s
relationship to individual in the context of birth order, we actually tend to do much the same thing
in English using adjectives (older, younger, youngest, etc) rather than a noun compound.
On the other hand, in the sense of “brother” and “sister” which an American English speaker might
use to address even a stranger on the street in the “brother, can you spare a dime” frame, Chinese
speaker reserves these words for close friends or a select group of people. To address a stranger
who is a woman, depending on her age, one might use “aunt” (阿姨, āyí) or “older sister” (姐姐
jiějie), although one has to be careful not to offend on either side of things—calling someone who’s
too close to your own age “āyí” (aunt) is offensive to some. This sense of ‘aunt’ and ‘older sister’
reminded me of our distinctions in American English between “ma’am” and “miss.”
Other senses for “brother” include that of a spirit or ghost known as “good brother/s” (好兄弟 hǎo
xiōng dì), an expletive or incantation said to invoke the spirit of “ghosts” who may appear during
the Ghosts’ festival (中元 zhōngyuán), celebrated during or around July 15th or tied to the lunar
calendar “15th day of 7th moon”—not sure I got this right.) This sense has to do I think with
ancestors.
This concluding table is not complete, but I’ve run out of time so I’ll just leave what’s here. I’m
wondering, though, if in the final analysis, don’t most of the different domains/frames license some
of their meanings from the KINSHIP frame? without the KINSHIP frame, would the MALE or
FEMALE BONDING frames, or any of the other frames, really be meaningful at all?
Frame/Domain
POLYGAMY FRAME fundamentalist Mormon
frame ‘sister-wives’
CLASSIFICATION FRAME (as in a hierarchical
organization in biological sciences, genetics,
linguistics, eg., ‘sister node’)
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English
sister brother
X
~

Chinese (Mandarin)
sister
brother
~
~

X

??? need to check
this

~

~

RELIGIOUS ORDER frame
HOSPITAL frame (UK, British influence)
ANCESTOR frame (Ghost’s celebration)
CRIMINAL frame (gangster, brotherhood”)
PROFESSIONAL / COLLEGIAL FRAME
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X
X
~
~
~

X
~
~
X
~

X Buddhist, Taoist
Need to check this
~
~
X <firstname>+jiě

X?
好兄弟 hǎo xiōng dì
X
?? check

